ence that quenching from a high
temperature makes: it turns it
[high-tin bronze] from a bright
silver to bright gold. The ancient
people of Ban Chiang used this
metal for thin wire-like necklaces. I can’t quite imagine how they
had so much control over this
brittle material that was so hard
to work with.
Also remarkable to me is
the conservatism of the bronze
technology. The basic elements
of technology were in place from
the appearance of metals (c. 2000
BC) and little change occurred
over the next 2000 years. Well of
course iron appeared, but they
used the iron for very similar
types of artifacts—bangles and
socketed tools. It is also remarkable to me how different the ancient metal technology of both
bronze and iron in Thailand is
from that of China.
AA: What will you do when the book
is finally published?
EH: Sleep until 10am every day
AND resume my interrupted
search for inner peace—hot tubs
and champagne.v
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Three volunteers—Beth Van
Horn and Bill and Barbara Henderson—set off together from
Philadelphia on the snowy afternoon of March 9th, 2005 to join
the Middle Mekong Archaeological Project (MMAP).   Two days
later we arrived in balmy Luang
Prabang loaded down with technical equipment, satellite phones,
GPS devices, surveyors’ vests and
a very heavy flat-panel computer
screen that Beth somehow managed to hand-carry. We were met
at the airport by Joyce, who settled us into the Ban Lao guesthouse with Shawn Hyla (Museum Bill and Barbara Henderson organizing
equipment in the lab at the Palace
IT) and Olivia Given (Penn PhD field
Museum.
student).
We had a day to experience the MMAP teams used mobile
Luang Prabang at leisure in the GIS (Geographic Information
haze of jet-lag, then started our System) and digital photography
first task of assembling, sorting to record sites, they were able
and labeling field equipment.   to cover a lot of ground and to
Beth or Joyce began almost daily bring back a rich dataset and surruns to the airport via “tuk tuk” face artifacts from 56 promising
(motorcycle taxi) to fetch more sites.  Their productivity led to a
archaeologists, and our interna- lot of volunteer “opportunities.”
We spent hours entering
tional team grew.   Soon we all
moved into the tidy little building data into laptops, downloading
continued on next page
behind the Luang Prabang Palace Museum to
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data from field team hand-held
computers, washing and labeling
artifacts, and photographing particularly interesting objects.   In
our “spare” time we worked on
entries for the web log that was
(and still is) posted to the Museum’s MMAP website www.museum.
upenn.edu/mmap. Again we had
the chance to wander through
Luang Prabang, but now we were
on the hunt for the best-priced
AA batteries and bottled water
to keep the field equipment and
teams going.
Each of us, in turn, also had
the chance to ride with a field
team down dusty roads, to see the
local villages and to trek to a few
of the sites along the Nam (River) Seuang that was being surveyed. Bill went out on a couple
of the more daunting hikes with
the teams, and shot many hours
of video footage to   document
the project.
Our culture shock was sur-

Beth Van Horn, with MMAP 2005 co-directors Bounheuang Bouasisengpaseuth
and Joyce.

Al fresco lunch for a field team, with a
spectacular view of the Mekong River.

prisingly limited and was often
eased by our Lao colleagues. Luang Prabang is still pretty quiet
by Western standards, although
it was recently named a UNESCO
World Heritage site and is drawing more tourists every year.    A
quirky sight on the main street
was internet cafés full of tourists
sitting side by side with Buddhist
monks in saffron robes, all intently checking email.
The food was quite good, especially at the restaurants whose
main customers were local. One
big surprise involved a dinner
for five that cost about US$5.60!
Laos is a cash-poor country and
it welcomes US dollars, yet prices were low on just about everything. Moneychangers were always convenient, but we learned
to change no more than $20 at
a time. Our money belts were
stuffed very quickly because we
got more than 10,000 Lao kip to
the dollar and the largest Lao bill
is 20,000 kip ($2)!
All in all it was a very interesting and pleasant experience.  Beth
hopes to return for a future season,
but Bill and Barbara probably will
just follow the MMAP blog from
the comfort of home.v
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